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Animal Rebellion, a group of animal and climate activists, has been

causing major disruption to a number of dairy distribution facilities across

the UK. This has included blocking and occupying sites as well as

damaging milk trucks.
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The activists had written to the office of the prime minister in August,

threatening disruptive action in September if no progress was made,

according to the Guardian.

The organization is advocating for a switch to plant-based alternatives to

milk and dairy products as a means of combating climate change.

Twitter user Ian Miles Cheong posted a video of protesters drilling a tire of

semi-trucks.

“Heroes or zeroes? These climate change activists are disrupting milk

processing and distribution plants across the UK by disabling all the

vehicles. This was their 7th hit—over 50 trucks disabled,” Cheong tweeted.

“Dozens of them have been arrested but there are hundreds of them and

they do this whenever they’re released. They should be locked up for life

for being economic terrorists,” he added.

Watch the video below:

Ian Miles Cheong
@stillgray · Follow

Heroes or zeroes? These climate change activists 
are disrupting milk processing and distribution 
plants across the UK by disabling all the vehicles. 
This was their 7th hit—over 50 trucks disabled.

Watch on Twitter
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Read the full conversation on Twitter
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Another video:

Animal Rebellion
@RebelsAnimal · Follow

Happening Now: For the 3rd consecutive day, Animal 
Rebellion have immobilized milk trucks and disrupted the 
supply of dairy by drilling tyres at a fifth site; Muller 
Willenhall.

Watch on Twitter
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Animal Rebellion
@RebelsAnimal · Follow

 BREAKING  Animal Rebellion have once again 
glued on and locked on at the entrance of Droitwich dairy 
production facility, stopping the supply of dairy. 

@trussliz @10DowningStreet We urge you to act NOW - a 
#PlantBasedFuture is the key solution to the 
#ClimateCrisis.

3:43 AM · Sep 8, 2022
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Because of their actions, there have been widespread shortages of milk

throughout the UK.
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A representative for the Animal Rebellion informed Daily Mail that there

had been reports of a milk scarcity in the north London area.

According to the protesters, the lack of fresh milk in north London was

caused by their actions against Arla’s depot in Hatfield.

“It’s Day 5 and Animal Rebellion has disrupted ANOTHER milk processing

and distribution center. Arla Hatfield is the 7th site disrupted,” Animal

Rebellion announced.

“We’re extremely disappointed that protesters have caused criminal

damage to some of our vehicles at our Hatfield site,” a spokesperson for

Arla said in a statement.

“All protesters have been removed from site by local police, however due

to the damage caused some deliveries will be slightly delayed.”

Source: Daily Mail

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11199737/Animal-Rebellion-vegans-gloat-emptied-north-London-supermarket-shelves-milk.html
https://twitter.com/RebelsAnimal/status/1567814928110698497?s=20&t=829N5xsrUR_3JW1QQ2MFhA
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In light of the Queen’s passing, the activists temporarily stopped their

plans.

“We paused our non-violent campaign out of respect for the British

people following the news of Queen Elizabeth’s death, but the disruption

we caused is still being felt across the dairy supply chain,” Dan Kidby, co-

founder of Animal Rebellion said.

“We fully stand by our actions and are demanding Government action to

transition to a plant-based food system which is the key solution to the

climate crisis.”

Meanwhile in the US, several major fires have erupted at food industry

facilities and plants over the past six months. All of the fires have been

officially listed as accidental or inconclusive.

Here is the Updated List of US-Based Food Manufacturing Plants

Destroyed Under Biden Administration

UPDATE TO INTERACTIVE MAP:

PLEASE HELP US keep the map updated with information that they may

be censoring, something that is not on it yet, or if a correction needs to be

made. If you see/hear about ANY Fire/Explosion/Destruction, etc (That is

not already on the map) PLEASE go and ADD it. ALL I NEED is the

location & a link to the story, after I go review and confirm it, I can do

the rest. 

PLEASE NOTE: If you do NOT put a NEWS OR ARTICLE LINK AND the

CITY, STATE, & COUNTRY, it will take longer for me to try and find it and

it won’t be added until I have time to find the proof.

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/06/updated-list-us-based-food-manufacturing-plants-destroyed-biden-administration/
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TIME FRAME:       01/01/2021 – CURRENT

REASONS:           Fire/Explosion, Disease, Permanently Closing,

Vandalism, Wreck, Hacked & Government Ordered

WHAT/WHERE:    Grocery Stores, ANY Plant/Facility/Warehouse,

Farms, Energy, Oil Fuel/Petroleum, Water, Green House, Cargo Ships,

Trains, Diesel’s, etc

PROOF:                Attached to each pin on the map has Name,

Location, Date, Reason & a Link to each article/video/news story

(this is so they cannot explain it away)

TRENDS:             Most buildings are either damaged or completely

destroyed by fires or explosions, in the middle of the night & have no

reason regarding what started the fire.

Please see below for the list of colors/icons and what each one

represents. I have not entered the Greenhouses, chemical plants, or food

recalls yet but I’m working on it.  Once you receive this link, you will be

able to see everything else that I will be adding to it as soon as I get it on

the map.

BLACK – PLANT

BROWN – GRAIN/SILOS

FUSCIA – HACKED – Any company that produces

food/gas/electricity/water that is hacked

GREEN – FARMS/ANIMALS

PURPLE – FOOD PANTRY

RED – GROCERY STORE

WHITE – DESTROYED/EUTHANIZED/BANNED (Any food that is

destroyed and/or banned OR when animals are euthanized due to

disease)

FLAME – FUEL/ELECTRICITY/WATER/FERTILIZER

GREEN RECYCLE – RECYCLE PLANTS
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